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FOREWORD

With the increasing interest in pecans in the Southwest, many inquir-
ies come to the Agricultural Experiment Station for information con-
cerning them. It is to answer this demand for general information that
the present bulletin has been prepared. The nature of the inquiries
received has, in large part, determined the material included herein.

This information is of necessity based upon observations and general
experience with pecans in Arizona and is qualified accordingly. Recently
increased equipment and personnel have been made available for extend-
ing pecan research projcts. Now investigations are under way on such
problems as premature shedding of nuts, the failure of some nuts
to fill, premature germination, pollination, cultural and pruning prac-
tices, rosette, and others. Information thus derived will be published
occasionally and will be available at any time upon inquiry.

P. S. BURGESS.



THE PECAN IN ARIZONA
BY A. F. KINNISON AND A. H. FINCH

INTRODUCTION

Pecan nuts are produced and consumed in greater quantities in the
United States than any other nut native to North America. The pecan
is indigenous to many of the Southern states where the trees grow wild
in forests along streams and river bottoms. The greatest concentration
of native trees occurs in Texas where along some 8,000 miles of " pecan -
bearing streams," seedling pecan trees are growing in numbers estimated
at nearly 10,000 to the mile. Native seedling territory also extends from
Texas into the neighboring states of Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana
where large acreages exist. It also extends eastward into Mississippi and
Alabama, northward to Missouri, Tennessee, and other states. South
of the Rio Grande, seedling pecans occur in the mountains and valleys of
Mexico.

In these areas, the seedling trees are, for the most part, given little
care. They produce nuts of miscellaneous shape, size, and quality, but
practically all are small, hard -shelled, of poor table quality, and command
a relatively low price. Production is variable, fluctuating from year to
year with seasonal rainfall, prevalence of insect pests, and other factors.
There is essentially no cost attached to the production of seedling pecans.
Frequently they are grown on land primarily devoted to cattle raising in
which case the pecan crop is of secondary consideration.

Occasionally among the many thousands of native pecan trees an indi-
vidual has been found which produces a nut superior to the general run
of seedlings. Such trees have frequently been given a variety name.
Buds or cions are taken from the original tree and worked onto other
trees or are placed in the nursery, establishing new trees of the variety.
In this way new varieties originating throughout the pecan belt have
been obtained. Many of the so- called Southern varieties have originated
from seedlings in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. Western varie-
ties, so- called, have originated in Texas and Oklahoma. Another and
less important group, spoken of as Indiana varieties, has originated from
seedlings in southern Indiana. Possibly a few varieties have been
obtained as a result of definite crosses.

* This bulletin supplants Timely Hint No. 154, 1925. Much new material has been
added.
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The planting of trees of named varieties continues in the native region
and has extended to areas beyond. More than 30 years ago considerable
acreages of improved varieties were planted in Georgia, Florida, and the
Carolinas. Plantings in these states and in Alabama and Mississippi
have been continued. About 25 years ago the first few trees were
brought to Arizona and the Southwest.

The trees introduced into Arizona appeared to be well adapted to
their new environment. They grew well, came into production early, and
produced large crops of high quality nuts. Their performance indicated
that production of pecans might be commercially successful. Beginning
some 10 or more years ago, further plantings have been made each year.
These, too, have thrived. The trees have come into early and successful
fruiting, seemingly establishing Arizona as a pecan- producing State.
There are now some 4,000 acres of pecans in the State, 4 or 5 percent
of which are in bearing. To those concerned with this new industry,
particularly, and to the people of Arizona in general, two questions at
once arise : (1) Are market conditions such as to warrant further pro-
duction of pecans? (2) Can Arizona produce quality pecans in compe-
tition with the South and other nut -producing districts of the world ?

ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE PECAN INDUSTRY IN THE
UNITED STATES*

The Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Arkansas districts have con-
tinued to produce primarily native nuts. The largest acreages of im-
proved varieties are in the southeastern states. Data for pecan acreages
are only a close approximation. A report of 1930 supplies the figures
given in Table I.

TABLE I.- ACREAGE PLANTED TO IMPROVED PECANS AND NUM-
BER OF SEEDLING TREES IN THE MORE IMPORTANT

PECAN- PRODUCING STATES.

Acres improved
pecans

Number trees
seedling pecans

North Carolina. 13,950 41,000
South Carolina 16,750 25,000
Georgia 170,750 90,000
Florida 31,250 65,000
Alabama 29,700 47,000
Arkansas 12,550 550.000
Mississippi 31,685 358,000
Louisiana 14,050 531,000
Oklahoma 25,000 2,400,000
Texas 33,000 6,000,000

Total 378,685 10,552,800

*All data presented under this heading are from various reports of the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics of the United States Department of Agriculture.
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The same report states that about 65 percent of the total acreage of
improved varieties and about 30 percent of the total number of seedling
trees had not attained full bearing age as of 1929. It also reports a
general unprofitableness of the pecan industry in the Southeast which
has discouraged recent plantings. This is borne out by another survey
showing that some 50 percent of the better orchards located throughout
the improved variety districts of the South do not pay production costs.
In these same better orchards, yields were reported as varying from an
average of 84 pounds per acre in 1927 to 268 pounds in 1928. The high-
est yield reported for any individual orchard was 1,825 pounds per acre
in 1928, the same orchard produced 750 pounds per acre in 1925, noth-
ing in 1926, and 50 pounds per acre in 1927.

The total pecan production in the United States for the past several
years has been estimated as shown in Table II.

TABLE II. -PECAN PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES
IN THOUSANDS OF POUND&

1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931
Nuts of improved

varieties 5,479 11,176 14,703 8,110 16,988 8,814 12,434 19,003
Seedlings or

native nuts. 19,662 26,373 68,422 22,134 42,637 42,574 24,035 55,982

Total pecan
production 25,141 37,548 83,125 30,244 59,625 51,388 46,469 74,985

Prices received by growers for their pecans are of vital interest to
those engaged in the industry in Arizona and to those contemplating
entering it. Prices for the past 7 years are shown in Table III.

TABLE III. - AVERAGE PRICES RECEIVED BY PECAN GROWERS
IN CENTS PER POUND.

1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931
Nuts of improved

varieties 37.8 32.2 35.6 29.7 31.7 27.8 13.8
Seedlings or

native nuts 18.2 12.1 16.0 12.0 11.3 10.8 5.7

Several factors were involved in the record low price received in 1931.
There was an unusually large crop, particularly of improved varieties,
and the quality of the nuts was greatly below average. These factors
alone would depress prices. They were especially serious coming at a
time of general economic depression.

Competition with other nuts will always be a factor in determining
the selling price of pecans. Because of a generally recognized superior
flavor, pecans should compete successfully with walnuts provided a nut
comparing with walnuts in cracking quality is produced. An increase in
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domestic production of English walnuts can be expected according to
authorities. This is probably also true of filberts. The number of
almond trees in the United States has remained practically constant for
several years.

An analysis of foreign trade in edible nuts* reveals that the United
States has always been an importer. "During the last 10 years the con-
sumption of nuts in the United States has been increasing. Production
has also increased but less rapidly. Imports of nuts have doubled since
1914. For the past five years annual importations in millions of pounds
have been English walnuts 54, almonds 57, Brazil nuts 31, and filberts 23,
* * * About one -half million pounds of seedling pecans have been im-
ported from Mexico annually during the same period."

As to the total per capita supply and consumption of nuts in the United
States, the Bureau of Economics reports, " For the six -year period 1925-
1930 inclusive the total per capita supply of pecans in the United States
on an unshelled basis has averaged about .44 pounds compared with .68
pounds for almonds and 1.03 pounds for English walnuts. Unshelled
pecans reaching the consumer have probably averaged less than one -sixth
of a pound per capita. A large proportion of the crop, especially seed-
lings, are shelled and used by confectioners and bakers." The average
annual per capita supply of English walnuts, almonds, pecans, Brazil
nuts, filberts, and chestnuts for the 5 -year period 1925 to 1929 inclu-
sive was 2.78 pounds. The annual supply of peanuts during the same
period was 7 pounds per capita. In 1931, importation of cashew nuts
mounted to nine million pounds, or a little less than .1 pound per capita.

Future trends in the consumption of nuts cannot be predicted. Whe-
ther or not it will be necessary to resort to stimulation by advertising, by
aggressive year -round selling methods, and by lowering the price to
where nuts are no longer a strictly luxury commodity remains to be seen.
Certainly, the rate at which consumption of pecans continues will be
influenced greatly by the quality of nuts placed on the market and their
price. It would seem that Arizona should endeavor to place only supe-
rior nuts on the market and should be prepared to accept a somewhat
lower price than has been paid for pecans during the last decade.

Some findings, valuable to present pecan interests in Arizona, have
been reported from surveys of pecan marketing made by the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics from which the following are quoted directly :t

* Foreign trade of the United States 1790 -1929: Nuts- Domestic exports, imports,
receipts, and nut balance, quantity, and value. U.S.D.A., Bur. of Agr. Econ.,
July, 1930, by Caroline G. Gores.

$Marketing Pecans, by J. W. Park and H. E. Rutland. A prelimilary report.
U.S.D.A. Bur. of Agr. Econ., Sept., 1929.
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" The general opinion of the wholesale and retail trade is that
pecan consumption can be expected to continue to increase to take
care of a considerably larger production of pecans.

" Most of the trade believes that if the price margin between
pecans and comparable grades of English walnuts were narrowed
the demand for pecans would be greatly increased. Most members
of the wholesale or jobbing trade, and most brokers believed there
will be some narrowing of the price differential between pecans,
walnuts and almonds.

" Nearly all retailers stated that there is an upward trend in
pecan consumption among their customers.

" There was no definitely indicated trend in consumer demand
toward shelled as compared with unshelled nuts.

" Most unshelled pecans are used for eating out of hand by con-
sumers.

" The majority of consumers apparently prefer to buy pecans
from bulk particularly in case of the unshelled. Size (of nut) and
thickness of shell are the principal factors considered by the aver-
age consumer in purchasing pecans.

" To get some idea of consumers' preferences for various nuts the
following question was asked. ` If pecans, almonds, English wal-
nuts, filberts, and Brazil nuts sold at the same price, which would
you prefer" } or the United States, 209 replies gave pecans first
place, compared with 75 for English walnuts, 32 for almonds, 18
for Brazil nuts, and 3 for filberts.

" Various factors may influence the situation with respect to
competition among pecans and other nuts but the future position of
the pecan in American markets would appear to be good."

POSSIBILITIES FOR PECAN PRODUCTION IN ARIZONA

The performance of present pecan acreages in Arizona is evidence
that high quality nuts can be produced. In Arizona, pecans can be grown
on reasonably uniform fertile, deep, and loamy soil. Irrigation provides
almost complete control of soil moisture. These conditions together with
the intense sunlight, high temperature, long growing season, and other
factors appear to provide an environment to which the pecan responds
favorably. An abundant tree growth is made which is accompanied by
high production.

It is probable, that for successful competition, Arizona growers must
obtain higher yields than those of the South for they have a higher over-
head in the form of higher taxes, labor, land values, and the extra cost
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for irrigation. However, these are offset to a considerable extent by
freedom from spraying costs, lower fertilizer costs, and only negligible
losses from insects and diseases.

Pecans seem in many ways to fit well into Arizona's agricultural pro-
gram. They are much less sensitive to extremes of temperature than
are citrus fruits, easily withstanding the winter temperatures occurring
on the valley floors of the lower Colorado, Salt, Gila, Santa Cruz, San
Pedro, and Verde rivers. They thrive where the temperature reaches
110° to 120° F. They can be grown in districts too cold or too humid
for successful date growing. Because of these qualities they offer a
high priced commodity crop which can be grown on many lands now
largely devoted to field crops which have not always given satisfactory
returns.

A PECAN PROGRAM FOR ARIZONA

From a consideration of the market situation with regard to nuts and
from a consideration of the quality of pecan production in Arizona up
to the present time, it appears that continued planting of pecans is justi-
fied. It is emphasized that, like all endeavors, pecan production will be
competitive. In order to most effectively meet competition in the mar-
ket, Arizona must produce a high quality nut. In order to gain the
most economical production, Arizona must plant only lands best adapted
to pecans and take other means to maintain efficient and economic pro-
duction.

ESTABLISHING THE ORCHARD

SOILS

The most satisfactory growth of pecan trees has generally been ob-
tained on soils consisting of a more or less uniform light clay or silt loam
extending from the surface to the water table or to a depth of at least
10 or 12 feet below the surface. Soils ranging from a moderate clay to
a fairly sandy loam are generally considered to be satisfactory. The soil
must be sufficiently loamy to permit good root and water penetratiop.
Excessively " tight " soils should not be planted. Excessively sandy or
porous soils should also be avoided.

Good drainage is essential for pecans. They require an abundance of
water but must have it moving. Perhaps the character of the drainage
influences the depth of soil required. An impervious layer of hard pan,
clay or " caliche," should not be closer than 12-15 feet below the surface.

Trees are doing well in some localities where the water table is at 6 to
9 feet below the surface and in others where it is more than 20 feet. It
is of interest that of the oldest trees, the largest are in soils having a deep
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water table. Much heavier applications of water seem necessary on
soils having a deep water table than on those where it is shallow.

The importance of carefully investigating the soil before planting
pecans is emphasized. This is particularly important where new areas
are to be planted. It is also true where plantings are being considered in
a general area already successfully growing pecans. Time spent in
studying the soil on which a planting is contemplated may yield large
returns in savings later on. A planting on soil not adapted to economic
production of pecans frequently constitutes a mistake which cannot be
corrected and may Iead to abandonment of the grove. This has been
the history of a few pecan plantings in Arizona. It is widely thought
to account for the financial failure of many of the pecan orchards of
the South.

For thorough investigation, a soil tube or auger may best be used.
These are usually obtainable at the county agent's office. With the tube
or auger, borings should be made on several parts of the proposed site
to the water table or to a depth of 12 to 18 feet. The soil from each
foot of depth should be placed in a separate paper bag, labelled, and its
physical character carefully studied and recorded. If this examination
reveals heavy clay, heavy silt, gravel, or other variations from a medium
clay or silt to a moderately sandy loam, the location should be regarded
suspiciously.

Once the character of the soil samples from the various levels has
been noted, further information can be gained of the alkali or soluble-
salt content. A chemical analysis will be made by the Arizona Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, free of charge, if the samples are for-
warded to Tucson.

Pecan trees appear to be less resistant to alkali than is cotton or
alfalfa. Ordinarily lands containing an appreciable amount of alkali
should be avoided. However, if drainage is good, alkali may often be
satisfactorily leached from the soil. This must be done before planting.
It is generally believed that black alkali or carbonates are more serious
than white alkali.

It should be pointed out that such investigations and analyses as those
described generally provide information from which the performance of
pecan trees can be predicted. For several reasons they cannot be regard-
ed as final. Pecan trees may occasionally succeed or fail in spite of
them. The only way to know definitely how pecans will thrive is to
give them a trial. For this reason, in regions that are unknown or at
all questionable, small trial plantings should first be made. After these
have progressed for 2 years or more an accurate index will have been
gained of the behavior of pecan trees in the particular location.
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TREES FOR PLANTING

Propagation. -In propagating pecan trees for orchard plantings, pecan
nuts are planted directly in nursery rows in late winter or early spring
after having been soaked in water for a week or 10 days or after having
been stratified for a longer period in moist sand. They are commonly
planted 6 to 8 inches apart in the row and rows spaced a convenient
distance for cultivating. Nuts for this purpose are obtained from many
different sources, usually from seedling trees. Some nurserymen use
nuts from one or more selected seedlings which are thought to be above
average in uniformity and vigor of seedlings produced. Occasionally,
nuts of a specific variety may be used for planting. Evidence gained on
the Experiment Station this season indicates that seeds of some varieties
and seedlings may be superior to those of others.

Some of the larger seedlings produced may be whip -grafted at one
year from planting. Ordinarily, few seedlings attain sufficient size to
permit the variety to be worked onto them before the end of the second
growing season. At this time (during late summer or early fall) the
desired variety is worked on, usually by patch budding. The next spring
any trees on which the bud did not " take " are rebudded, and trees too
small for patch budding may be whip- grafted. Seedlings larger than
average may be bark -grafted after growth starts.

Patch budding has been gaining in popularity during the past few
,years. While seedlings are worked by this method chiefly during late
summer and early fall and again shortly after growth starts in the spring,
the method may be used whenever the bark slips readily.

It is important that the buds used in propagating the new trees be
from a reliable source, true to variety. Tree performance record or
" pedigreed " buds are of no special significance in pecan propagation
since variation within a variety in yield, size, and quality of nuts is modi-
fied by environment. High and low yielding trees if of the same variety
will produce buds of equal value so far as productiveness of progeny is
concerned.

Buds should produce a growth of 5 to 7 feet in height and caliper
to / inch in one full growing season. Thus trees are ordinarily

ready for setting in the orchard when the root stock is 3 years old and
the bud 1 year old. If the trees are to be held in the nursery the second
growing season after budding, they are cut back to within a foot of the
bud union while dormant and a new top developed the following season.

Pecan stock of excellent character and vigor is now produced in Ari-
zona in quantity sufficient to care for normal annual planting. The ma-
jority of this is grown in the Yuma Valley with a lesser amount in the
Salt River Valley and elsewhere. These commercially grown trees are
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available at reasonable prices and should be planted in preference to home
grown trees. The nursery business is highly specialized. The inexperi-
enced individual undertaking the operations involved in the production of
first class nursery trees has many opportunities to lose both time and
capital.

Quarantine regulations of the Arizona Commission of Agriculture and
Horticulture prohibit the shipment of pecan nursery stock from the
Southern and Southeastern states into Arizona, although propagating
material in limited quantity may be introduced upon permit from the
State Entomologist.

Occasionally, one is tempted to establish seedlings in orchard form to
be budded or grafted later to the varieties desired. This is an expensive
procedure, since every nursery operation including soil management
must be extended to each orchard tree in the entire field whereas in the
nursery, these operations are confined to a small area. Furthermore,
a grove developed in this manner is seldom uniform as there is no chance
to discard inferior trees.

Pecan nursery stock is dug from the nursery in mid -winter for plant-
ing in January, February, and early March. The earlier part of this
period is given preference for planting in the field since trees set just
prior to the time the growth starts seldom make as satisfactory growth
the first season and losses are usually heavier.

Planting the Orchard. -Pecan trees are commonly set in the orchard
50 to 60 feet apart on the square system. Pecan trees which make
normal, thrifty growth attain a large size and the latter distance is prob-
ably none too great.

Occasionally, a spacing of 60 by 30, or 60 by 35 feet with the shorter
distance in the direction of the irrigation run is used. This system per-
mits of nearly twice the number of trees per acre with a corresponding
increase in yields during the early fruiting years. This plan necessitates
the removal of the alternate trees in each row when 8 to 12 years of age.
Under this plan, it is desirable to use an early fruiting variety for the
temporary trees and to train them to a strict central leader form. The
disadvantage is that the grove operator may delay the removal of the
filler trees until the permanent ones have been injured through crowding
and shading with resultant impairment of production.

Preparation of the soil for planting should consist of a deep plowing,
or if the land is in alfalfa or Bermuda sod, a shallow plowing followed
by the disk and harrow, then by a deep plowing after the exposed roots
of the plants have become thoroughly dried. The land may be subse-
quently bordered and irrigated, then disked and finished to a uniform
grade preparatory to staking and digging the tree holes.
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The length of the irrigation run should seldom be greater than 500
to 600 feet and the land, where possible, should be leveled to a fall of 4
inches, or less, in that distance.

Experiments in the eastern pecan districts have shown that tree holes
2/ feet across and 3 feet in depth cause a thriftier and more uniform
growth of trees than do holes dug with a post- -hole digger. However,
in Arizona where an abundance of soil moisture can be supplied and
if good nursery stock is used, satisfactory growth results where trees are
set in holes dug with a post hole auger. Larger dug holes should be used
where the subsoil is hard or inclined to be tight. In digging, it is a
good practice to place the top soil to one side of the hole to be filled in
about the tree roots when planting unless there is a possibility of alkali
accumulations in the surface soil. The holes should all be dug before
planting is started.

There should be no delay in planting after receipt of the trees. In
case the field is not fully prepared, the trees must be heeled -in in moist
and shaded soil. It is important that the roots be kept moist at all
times. Exposure to the sun or to drying winds for more than a few
minutes will dry out the smaller roots and minimize the chances of the
tree growing when planted.

The actual planting operation is not significantly different from that
for other deciduous fruit trees. A brief inspection of the root system
may be made and an occasional broken root or ragged root end pruned
to a smooth cut. The slope of the cut is not important. The trees are
set slightly deeper in the field than the depth at which they grew in the
nursery. Allowance should be made for settling, particularly in large
dug holes. The soil should be packed tightly about the tap root as the
hole is being filled, using care not to bruise any part of the root system.
The trees should be irrigated at once. This further settles and packs
the soil.

Some of the bud whip should be removed at planting time. Common-
ly in Arizona, the trunk is headed at 3 to 5 feet in height. In some
plantings the trunk is headed at 1 to 2 feet from the ground leaving only
three to five buds above the point of union with the stock. In the first
case, the trunk of the new tree is retained ; in the second, a new one
must be developed from one of the low buds. Other things being equal,
a somewhat better stand can be obtained by cutting the trunks off reason-
ably low and better growth results during the first season. This is prob-
ably due to a greater number of buds developing on the 5 -foot trunk and
to the exposure of the greater part of this trunk to the sun. For this
reason, the higher headed trees should be protected with whitewash or
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]fig. L-A naturally developed modified leader type of tree at S years of age.
One or two of the Iower branches should have been kept in check while small and

possibly removed entirely before attaining their present size.

cold -water paint throughout the first season. The shoots developing from
the low trees carry leaves for protection

'There are at least three rather distinct forms of trees
I. The So- called central leader in which the main trunk continues

upward for the full height of the tree with the side branches spaced
on it.
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.rig. 2,-A weal; cr itch resttltin rotn branches of eit,t? sim arising closely to-

gether. The condition is dit+ricnit to correct now but could have been avoided had ;.
ttiVo Of the side branches ;wen removed or held in check when small and the leader `
aflowed to ,row more v4;oron,.l;> than the remainin lxrni<anent .: ld branch. ..icatl

The so-called modified leader which i5 like the central leader type :.
`where the lower 'branches arise. ['he main trunk is broken up
after a number of the lower side branches ha ve been fornietL

The so- called open center or vase typa in NVi ich the branches arise
close together on the trunk, grow outwardly and Leave the center
of the tree more or less open. (Fig. )

The first and second types can, for practical purposes, be considered as
one. They are alike in that the main branches arise from the trunk or
fader not at one point or close together but singly and well spaced both
ni and down and around the trunk.
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Fig. 3

Fig. 4.- Orchard trees
frequently develop to
the vase type where no

training is given.

Fig. 3. -A tree broken down
during the eighth season.
Such breakage is not uncom-
mon where the main branches
arise at or near one point on

the trunk.

Fig. 4
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From studies of many pecan trees in Arizona and in the East it seems
that the first or second type is the most desirable for pecans. Experi-
ments with other kinds of orchard trees have been carried on by various
experiment stations for the past decade and more. These have shown
the central or modified leader type to be the most permanent and produc-
tive tree. It is believed that the development of this type of tree is an
important step in establishing a permanent and productive pecan grove.

From a practical standpoint with pecans, the third type should not be
considered. Weak crotches are formed where the branches arise at the
trunk. Some older trees of this type in Arizona are already going to
pieces (Fig. 3).

Observations in older pecan orchards at once indicate that a majority of
trees develop naturally into the vase or modified leader type of tree with
but few growing to the central leader (Fig. 4). This seems to be because
new shoots tend to arise abundantly at the upper end of the trunk of the
young tree just below where it was headed at planting. The form of the
tree is determined with the growth of these new shoots into branches. All
of the shoots if allowed to grow uncared for tend to develop uniformly,
forming weak crotches at the point of junction with the trunk. This can-
not be economically remedied after the tree becomes older. To produce
a tree with side branches spaced uniformly and singly on the main trunk,
pruning and training must be done while the tree is young.

TRAINING YOUNG TREES

Unfortunately there are but little experimental data nor is there exten-
sive field experience to suggest the best way of obtaining what seems to
be the most desirable type of tree. There are probably several ways in
which it may be accomplished. The following practices are in progress
on the Experiment Station at Yuma and thus far seem promising.

Many of the trees have been headed at planting time at about the height
the lowest branch is desired (Fig. 5) . Usually several shoots arise close
to this point the first season. When the shoots have attained a length of
10 or 12 inches the strongest or most upward growing is allowed to remain
as the trunk or central leader. One of the others is selected for the first
lateral or side branch. For this branch, preference is given to a shoot
arising on the southwest side for shade or one growing into the direction
of the prevailing wind. Other branches are either removed entirely or
are retained and the growing point pinched out. In the latter case, such
shoots provide shade for the trunk. At the same time their growth is
checked, which tends to stimulate that of the leader and of the first per-
manent scaffold branch.



t ig,. 5.-T 'Picas growth of many shoots from near the {point of heading. Selecting
one shoot for the leader, another for the first permanent branch and tip -pinching
the remainder will prevent the weak crotches or "crow's foot" which will other -.;

wise res =alt. Photograph in May of the first growing ,season. Success variety,

If, as is sometimes the case, only a little growth is made the first season
after planting these operations are not undertaken until the second season.
In either event, the central leader is allowed to grow larger and more rap-
idly during the early summer than the shoot designed to be the first lat-
eral branch. In order to maintain this relation, it is frequently necessary
to pinch back the tip of the lateral shoot. When the central leader has
grown 2 feet or so above the point where the first branch arises it is
headed back to the second bud above a large bud located at least one -third
of the way around the tree and about 15 inches above the first branch. If
done in the early or middle summer this bud will break into growth and



6.-Illustrating the influence of earlyr s priming upüh .the c1eloprr
;Uf lateral branches. Photographed it ay of the second . $urki

variety.tY

tìiíi the second side branch. The topmost laud f>roduees a shoot whi
grows upward continr.iing the central leader.

This practice '`is illustrated in Fi¡Ure 6. The young I-Itirlr ree' in :
the second growing season was headed at LI height at which the $

-rinanent branch was desired) during the preceding winter. With
l,ginning af grátl ,several shoots atose just below this point. Of
hese, the leader ( T. ) and the first permanent scaffold (1) were permitted.

to grow untreated. Other -shoots were pinched back or rembvedt By=

April 24, the leader had developed to a lehgth 9f more than 2 feet :a
the buds along the center had become quite larg+e. It was headed to one.
caf these large ls ( s ;ón this date. `he hrst side branch
l»nched back.

The photograph taken on \ l a 3' shows e :near branches that have
n forced ont. One of the shoots at (2) NV II: allowed to remain as-
second permanent branch. It will be well spaced on the leader with

espect to the first branch. Note the wide; angle of this branch as coni-
ared to the less desirable, narrow anglef;le resulf from heading back in
he dormant season.

The new leader developing f roin Tr will again be headed at- a;l)oin
wtth large bu<Is whenever a sufficient length has been attained.

With vigorous trees this:prtcedure can be repeated several tinaeçthisProcedure
. ..

tng the growing- season as the central leader grows higher. etTeral h
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Fig. 7

Fig. 8. -This Success tree headed at 5
feet when planted has less vigorous
growth than the lower headed Burkett
tree shown in Fig. 7. It will not re-
quire training attention the first sea -
son. Photographed in May following

planting.

Fig. 7. -A Burkett tree headed
one foot when planted in March.
Photographed in May follow-
ing. Note the development of
vigorous shoots, one of which
will be retained as the leader,

the remainder tip -pinched.

Fig. 8
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are produced on the new tree during one growing season. This seems to
!hasten the development of the tree over winter pruning alone and offers
the very distinct advantage of placing and spacing the branches almost at
will.

A practice has been made of cutting back but not entirely removing
shoots not desired as permanent branches. These produce leaves which
probably have much value through shading the trunk. Many of them
may also be left in during the early years of the tree with the hope of
getting some fruit before the bulk of the tree comes into bearing.

It is surprising what a small amount of time is required to train the
young trees during the summer. Not more than two minutes per tree
once a week has been required during the spring. After the middle
of May, attention has been given only twice a month.

It is planned to continue this practice of heading back the central leader
to force out new limbs as desired for two or three seasons or until the
central leader attains sufficient height that a satisfactory tree seems assured.
In this way, it is believed that uniformly growing limbs can be established
which will minimize breakage and which, because of their uniformity,
will bring about uniform fruiting throughout the tree.

This method of training young trees has been found to work especially
well with Burkett. Success buds have not been forced into growth so
quickly after heading hack the shoot above them. This treatment may be
less needful for such varieties as Kincaid and halbert which produce
many lateral branches " naturally " f rom which it is usually possible to
select those to remain as permanent branches.

Some trees have been headed at 1 foot and others at 2 feet above the
ground at planting - somewhat too low for the lowest branch (Fig. 7) .
There is some evidence that a better growth and more uniform stand results
from such low heading. When these trees come into growth, all shoots
except the one to be developed into the central leader are either removed
or held in check. When the leader has grown high enough so that some
of the larger buds are at the height desired for the first branch, it is headed
to one bud above the one which is to form the first branch. Subsequent
treatment has been the same as for trees originally headed at the point
where the first branch was desired.

As a rule the low headed trees have not been as far along at the end of
the first growing season for the reason that the central leader must make
tip the growth from the point where it arises to the height of the first
branch. The low headed trees have an advantage in that a better placing
of the first branch as to height and direction can be obtained.

Some trees have been headed at planting at about the height desired for
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the second side branch. One of these is shown in Figure 8. The first
branch has then been selected from some of the miscellaneous shoots

starting lower down. The difficulty with this method is that a shoot may

not start in the right direction or at the right height for the first branch.
Notching the trunk to force out a branch at the desired point has been

helpful. Varieties such as Kincaid, Halbert, and others which tend to
produce many lateral branches lend themselves better to this higher head-

ing than do such varieties as Burkett and Success. High headed trees
may be farther along at the end of the first growing season since there is
less growth to be replaced.

A desired form of tree may be secured by pruning during the dormant
season, either entirely or to supplement summer pruning. Somewhat

A B

Fig. 9. -The first dormant pruning in training the young tree where no training
was practiced the first growing season. The Burkett tree ( A) was headed at one
foot when planted. The uppermost branch is retained as the leader. All others
have been stubbed. The Success tree (B) was headed at 5 feet when planted. In
addition to retaining the highest branch as the leader, another near this point has
been selected as a permanent scaffold. Another is needed 18 inches to 2 feet below
this one but none is available. The low branch which did develop is too low for a
permanent scaffold and has been stubbed to provide shade during the second

growing season.
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Fig. 1(.- Corrective priming on a 2- year -old Kincaid tree. 1- crotches have en
eliminated, the first permanent scaffold branch selected, the central leader re
established and headed in order to develop the second permanent scaffold, and other

branches removed or shortened

more satisfactory results have been secured when done with summer
pruning and pinching. In Figure 9 is shown winter pruning at the end of
the first growing season. (A) is a Burkett tree headed low when planted.
The upper shoot will develop into the leader but is headed slightly to a
height desired for the first perm tncnt scaffold branch. All other branches
have been stubbed.

(B) is a Success tree headed considerably higher when planted. The
upper branch is retained as the leader while the second becomes the first
l ermanent branch. The latter is headed to check its devlopment until
the leader is definitely dominant.

Trees of an undesirable form are found in inane established orchards.
Either no training program has been followed or the one used has not
resulted in a desired type of tree. If such trees are relatively small, cor-
rective pruning to secure well spaced branches should be practiced. The
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form of older trees cannot be improved without considerable severe cut-
ting. It may be more advisable to strengthen such trees by artificial
braces rather than by changing the form.

A 2- year -old Kincaid tree is shown in Figure 10. There are several
Y- crotches on this tree including the one on the main stem which has
eliminated the central leader. The tree was pruned to eliminate undesir-
able features and to reestablish the leader. The first permanent scaffold
has been designated and the new leader has been headed near where the
second one is desired.

No rules or systems of pruning can be given which will work for every
tree. Trees of different age, vigor, and variety must be pruned differently.
The goal of all of the training methods is to establish a tree with branches
well spaced up and down and around the trunk. This promises to be the
most permanent and productive type of tree. The best way of attaining
this goal cannot be given.

ORCHARD PRACTICES

Variations in soil and climatic factors ; differences between varieties ;
differences in amount and type of orchard equipment and in financial
resources among growers; and, inequalities of many other factors make
the system of orchard management to be given any one pecan grove a
matter for individual consideration. There is probably no one system
that would best suit all cases. Therefore each grower must work out the
program which best meets his own conditions and requirements. In every
instance, however, the character of the growth the trees make provides an
aceurate index by which the success of cultural treatments may be evalu-
ated and further needs prescribed.

INTERCROPPING

As pecan trees are planted farther apart than most orchard trees they
lend themselves well to intercropping, particularly during the first few
years (Fig. 11). Such crops as cotton, alfalfa, sweet potatoes, Irish pota-
toes, melons, lettuce, grapes, and others may be grown between the trees.
Economic factors such as production costs and possible returns should
receive consideration in the selection of an intercrop. Citrus fruits are
being used as permanent interplants in the pecan groves of southern
Alabama and Mississippi. It seems unlikely that this can become a com-
mon practice in Arizona as pecan trees thrive best on soils occurring on
valley floors where citrus trees are not always best adapted.

In intercropping, borders should be thrown up on each side of the tree
row in order that the trees may be flooded and given other treatments
independently of the intercrop. These borders may be placed 5 feet or
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rig. 11.-.1 young pecan grove intercrooped to sc3rghurr. A cover-crop growth in
the tree rows has been broken down as a n3e2lch,

so from the trees the first season and moved farther away as the trees
grow larger. The use of borders is advised for there is probably no
intercrop that «rill thrive with just the same amount of water as will cause
the pecan trees to grow best.

One system used in young groves by some growers and which appears
to have much to recommend it is the growing of alfalfa as an intercrop
having borders set up as suggested above. One crop of alfalfa a year or
whatever amount is required, is placed on the strip along the trees making
a permanent mulch. it is usually concentrated near the tree to a depth
of 1 or 2 feet. It does not interfere with irrigation, as the water moves
under and around it. No cultivation is necessary and the least valuable
of the alfalfa hay can be used making this an economical way of handling
the trees.

tULCHINC

Mulching provides an excellent means of handling young trees and
older ones whether an intercrop is grown or not. Straw, well-rotted
manure, damaged alfalfa hay, or other organic matter may be used satis
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factorily. A cover crop, or even weeds, if thick enough, mowed and
allowed to lie on the ground make an excellent mulch. Mulching as a
general practice has several advantages.

1. It conserves soil moisture by shading the soil and reducing surface
evaporation.

2. It lowers soil temperature making conditions more favorable for
root growth and for bacterial activity during the midsummer sea-
son. This latter increases soil fertility.

3. By decay of the under side of the mulch, organic matter (humus)
and fertility are added to the soil.

4. Weed growth is controlled.
5. The cost of cultivation is reduced or eliminated.

There are some disadvantages associated with mulching. It has been
thought by some that water does not penetrate so thoroughly in a soil
tinder a mulch as into one which has been loosened by cultivation. If
mulching is practiced this point should be watched and additional meas-
ures be taken to insure thorough water penetration. It is likely that
under a mulch, roots of the pecan trees will in time grow close to the sur-
face of the soil where they would be injured by cultivation. Cultivation if
practiced in conjunction with mulching should be done preferably in the
fall or winter at a time when root injury would be least serious.

CULTIVATION

Pecans frequently do not respond favorably to any large amount of cul-
tivation. This may be because the so- called feeding roots lie, as some
workers have reported, near the surface of the soil where cultivation would
injure them. Where the ground is left bare as in cultivation, soil tem-
peratures are increased. This causes organic matter to be burned and
lost, creating conditions less favorable for root growth.

There seems to be little need for cultivation if without it a cultural pro-
gram can be devised whereby optimum soil temperature and moisture can
be maintained and weed growth controlled. Cultivation is an expensive
operation - minimizing it reduces costs.

COVER CROPS

The growing of cover crops or green- manure crops to be turned into
the soil is becoming an established practice in most orchard districts of
the United States. It is recognized as an economical means of adding
humus to the soil increasing its fertility and improving its physical condi-
tion.

Leguminous plants such as the various clovers, alfalfa, vetch, and peas
are generally preferred in that they add some nitrogen to the soil when
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grow n n t over a period of years. ` Like other plants they compete with
the trees for nitrogen. Also, they use large quantities of water during
the growing period. 1f irrigation water is limited, a summer cover crop
should probably not be grown. Mulching would then be a better practice.

Plants with deep tap roots make better cover crops than those with shal-
low roots. The deep roots penetrate into the lower soil. With the death
of the plants these roots decay, adding humus to the soil at the lower
depth and leaving passages which permit better aeration and water pene-
tration. Cover crops reduce the glare of the bright sunlight, reduce tem-
peratures, and increase humidity.

In general, cover crops are better adapted to older orchards which
cannot well be intercropped. A summer cover crop planted in the spring
and allowed to grow through the summer and then worked into the soil
while still green should yield from 1 ? to 25 tons of green manure
acre. A similar amount should be expected from a winter cover crop
planted in the fall at about harvest time and allowed to grow through the
winter and then worked into the soil in the spring. The winter cover
crop grows at a time when the pecan tree is dormant and there is no
danger that the tree may suffer through competition for soil moisture.

Some crops which have possibilities as a winter cover in Arizona are
vetch, sour clover (111elìlotus indica), peas, winter rye, barley, mustard,
alfalfa, and others. Hubam, and sweet clover (111elilatus alba), alfalfa, and
sesbania can be used as a summer cover crop (Fig. 12). A mixture of
sour clover and Ilubam planted in the fall gives promise. The sour clover

Fig. 12.- Sesbania used as a summer green manure crop in a young pecan planting
on the Agricultural Experiment Station Farm, Yuma Valley. A heavy tonnage of
this crop is produced in from 50 to 60 days from seed in the lower irrigated valleys

of Arizona.
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application must be such as to accomplish this. Young trees particularly
are susceptible to moisture deficiencies in the soil. They do not have an
extensive root system the first season. Moisture must be easily available
to them.

A deeper and more uniform penetration of water into the soil and a
better tree growth usually results where pecans are irrigated by a border
or basin system permitting flooding (Fig. 13) than where irrigated by
running the water to the trees in furrows. This is especially true with
heavy soils. Orchards on sloping land which cannot be irrigated in large
borders may have an individual basin set up for each tree.

It often seems that the more uniform growth of trees in soils having a
relatively shallow water table may be because a constant water supply is
available to the lower roots. Conversely it is frequently observed that on
soils with a deeper water table and where irrigation by furrows is practiced,
the trees making the best growth are those at the upper end of the orchard
near the head of the water run or at the lower end where the waste water
collects. Pecan trees on ditch banks are uniformly thrifty.

There is evidence as reported by some growers that an excess of soil
moisture in the bearing groves during the late summer may be a factor
in causing the premature germination of nuts on the tree.

PRUNING

The pruning of young trees has already been discussed. As to the
pruning of older trees, little can be said. Pruning has not been made a
part of the management program in pecan groves of older districts. With-
out experimental evidence on the subject it seems that pruning to thin
out crowded branches, to eliminate weak crotches, and to remove dead
wood should be done each winter. It is altogether likely that experimental
work may reveal certain kinds of pruning which will increase production
and improve the quality of the nuts. This seems inevitable in view of an
apparent close relation betwetn growth and fruiting in the pecan. Prun-
ing may be found to produce more uniform growth throughout the tree
which may then result in more uniform fruiting. At the present time no
further suggestions can be given.

FFERTII,IZING

Until the new tree establishes a root system in the soil the use of a
mulch with plenty of irrigation water to maintain conditions favorable for
root growth are more essential than fertilizers. After that the fertilizer
needs of the tree should be judged from the amount and character of
growth being macle. Increased growth can usually be obtained by mak-
ing more nitrogen available to the tree. It has been found almost uni-
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versally that tree crops respond to nitrogen applications whereas phos-
phorus and potash produce little or no effect. Long -time experiments by
the United States Department of Agriculture have indicated this to be the
case with pecans in the Southeast. It may be the case in Arizona. Prob-
ably the older trees would be benefited by the addition of nitrogen. For
most groves in Arizona, this can likely be applied most economically in
barnyard manure. In addition to nitrogen, barnyard manure carries
phosphorus and adds organic matter creating conditions more favorable
for root and bacterial growth and increases the water -holding capacity of
the soil.

Applications of manure are best made during the late fall or winter
months. It should be worked into the soil lightly so as not to come into
direct contact with the roots but so that the nutrients contained will be
carried to the roots with the irrigation water. From one -fourth to one -
half ton should be spread around each tree extending for some distance
beyond the spread of the branches. Cultural practices tending to increase
soil fertility such as the use of a cover crop or mulch will supplant to some
extent the addition of manure or other forms of fertilizers.

POLLINATION

About 15 years ago the Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station in
investigating pecan pollination reported that there are two groups of varie-
ties when classified as to time of pollen shedding. In one group which
includes Stuart and Success the female and male flowers mature at the
same time. In the second group which includes Schley and Delmas, the
female flowers are borne earlier and have become too old to be pollinated
by the time the pollen is shed. Varieties of the first group were reported
as being self -fertile, those of the second group are obviously self -sterile.
Little additional work was done on pollination until 1925 when some inves-
tigations were begun by the Texas Experiment Station. These were con-
tinued for a period of six seasons, during which it was observed that under
Texas conditions the pistillate flowers preceded the staminate flowers in
one group of varieties; in another group staminate flowers preceded pis-
tillate; in still a third group staminate flowers came first some years and
in other years pistillate flowers were the first to appear. Numerous varie-
ties (including Burkett, Success, Schley, Western, and Onliwon, of inter-
est in Arizona) were tested and found to give good sets of fruit from any
variety of pollen which happened to be available when the pistillate flow-
ers were receptive. Investigations now in progress (Tune, 1932) by the
Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station indicate that this, in general,
may be true in Arizona also.
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These reports have given rise to a rather prevalent feeling that the only
requirement in successful pollination is that pollen be available at the
time the female flowers are receptive. While this is likely it is not neces-
sarily the case, as other factors might operate. The whole process of
pollination is markedly influenced by climatic factors and by the condition
of growth of the trees. For these reasons, information obtained in Texas
cannot be carried unquestioned to Arizona.

Nothing can yet be said of the effect of different pollens on the filling
of the nuts or of pollination requirements of different varieties in Arizona.
There are, however, indications from research work in progress that some
varieties are self -fertile.

VARIETIES

Many varieties of pecans have been tried and are still being tested by
different growers in Arizona. Following is a partial list of some of the
more common ones together with comments on each.

1. Burkett -A proved variety for Arizona. It is uniformly
popular with all growers. It yields well. The nuts are large, thin -
shelled, well -filled, and of good quality, but are thought by some to
be lacking in attractiveness. They may not be suited to machine
cracking. The kernel is of excellent flavor though not of the best
appearance.

2. Clark -A new variety in Arizona producing an excellent
though small nut. It promises to be a heavy producer.

3. Delight (formerly Squirrel's Delight) -A new variety in Ari-
zona. It produces an excellent nut and is one of the earliest varie-
ties to mature in the fall.

4. Delmas -One of the oldest varieties in Arizona. It yields
well and finds considerable favor in the Salt River and Safford val-
leys but is being discarded in the Yuma district because of poor
quality of the nut.

5. Halbert -This is probably the heaviest -producing variety in
Arizona, for which it finds favor with some growers. It lacks
favor with many growers because of the small size of nuts produced
and a tendency for them to germinate prematurely on the tree be-
fore harvesting.

6. Kincaid - Probably second to Halbert in yielding qualities.
The nut cracks nicely into halves and the meat is attractive and
tasty. It is very popular with some growers but is faulted by others
because of a medium thick shell, medium size nut and a tendency to
produce many unfilled nuts or "stick- tights."

7. Millican -This is a relatively new variety in Arizona. It
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promises to be a heavy producer. The nut is large, attractive, and
of good quality.

8. Onliwon -A new variety in Arizona. It produces a high
quality thin -shelled nut.

9. San Saba Improved -This variety has been tried by a few
growers. It produces an excellent nut, but is somewhat late in com-
ing into bearing.

10. Schley (Eastern Schley) -The highest quality pecan the mar-
ket knows. As grown in Arizona, the shell splits at harvest time (Pig.
14), but otherwise it is a superior nut. Should this splitting be
overcome or found not to affect the market quality, this variety
should be popular in Arizona.

11. Success -A variety popular with many growers because of the
high quality nut produced. Nuts are relatively thick -shelled as com-
pared to other popular varieties but they crack nicely leaving halves
of kernels. Some growers have found it to be late in coming into
bearing and to be a light bearer, others have not found fault with it
on this score.

12. Western (formerly Western Schley) -A relatively new varie-
ty in Arizona. It promises to be a very heavy producer. The nut
is large and attractive.
In Table IV are set forth some comparative data on the nuts of the

varieties mentioned above. The nuts tested were of the 1931 crop,
obtained from varions sources in Arizona. To the best of the writ-
ers' knowledge, they were orchard run, except in the case of the San Saba
Improved, which were selected and definitely better than average. A
specimen of each variety is illustrated in Figures 14 and 15.

TABLE IV.- COMPARATIVE DATA OF PECAN VARIETIES.

No. of nuts Percent Thickness of
Variety per pound meat shell in mm.

Burkett 43.2 57.2 .73
Clark 57.7 59.1 .79
Delight 44.0 55.4 .80
Delmas 63.5 50.0 .96
Halbert 69.0 56.4 .68
Kincaid 51.0 54.7 .80
Millican 43.5 58.7 .81
Onliwon 54.8 58.3 .69
San Saba Improved 51.1 61.2 .70
Schley (Eastern

Schley) 55.5 59.1 .71
Success 39.9 55.2 .88
Western 42.7 58.0 .78
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The subject of pecan varieties is particularly important in Arizona at
the present time. All evidence to date indicates that conditions in Arizona
make possible the production of a high quality pecan. However, any
such natural advantage will be wasted unless an inherently superior variety
is selected. The future success of the industry will be influenced largely
be the variety selected for planting now.

In considering varieties for planting, several questions arise, such as :
1. Should a nut be grown to he marketed unshelled or shelled ?
2. Should Arizona growers plant many different varieties or

concentrate upon only a few?
3. What are the qualities the consumer demands most in a nut ?
4. What has been the experience of growers in the older pecan

districts as regards varieties ?
Opinion was sought from various sources on these and similar ques-

tions. A questionnaire was sent to each grower in the State who has
budded pecan tree in production. A majority of growers replied, from
which the following points are summarized:

1. On the matter of whether varieties best suited for shelled or
unshelled trade should be planted in Arizona :

Each grower who replied to this question indicated a pref er-
ence for the unshelled or table nut. The general thought ex-
pressed was that in producing a table nut, Arizona can place a
superior product on the market which will readily meet compe-
tition whereas a cracking nut would tend to lose its identity and
come into direct competition with nuts produced more cheaply
in other districts.
2. On the matter of whether few or many varieties should be

grown :
The replies to this question were almost unanimous in express-

ing the belief that only a few varieties should be grown - that
the marketing position will be greatly strengthened thereby.
The feeling generally expressed was that by growing few varie-
ties a uniform product could be placed on the market for which a
reputation could be established and a demand created.
3. On the matter of varietal preference :

Burkett was the popular choice for first place and was not
ranked below second by any grower who replied. It is interest-
ing that of a similar census conducted by the Texas Department
of Agriculture in 1929, Burkett was also the popular choice for
first place in that state*

*Pecan Growing in Texas, by J. S. Woodard et al., Texas Dept. of Agr'l. Bul.
No. 95, March, 1929. p. 114.
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Other information of value in considering varieties has been published
in a report of the Bureau of Economics ( footnote, p. 670).
The results of one survey showed that, "Large -to- medium sized,
thin -shelled pecans are preferred by the (wholesale) trade." Again,

Preference for large -sized pecans was expressed by 29 chain (store)
organizations compared with 18 that prefer medium -sized pecans." The
margin which a high grade nut commands over those of standard varieties
is indicated by the following, " The Schley variety, which brings a pre-
mium in price, is rarely mixed with other varieties. The so- called stand-
ard varieties other than Schley, as Stuart, Success, Van Deman, Alley,
Pabst, Frotcher, and others of similar appearance and quality are sold
either individually or in mixtures of varieties. * * * The premium in price
(paid to growers) of Schley over other standard varieties has varied
from 12 cents to 18 cents per pound during the last four seasons (1925 to
1928)." This is from about one -third to one -half more than the price
obtained for nuts of other varieties. Quoting again from the same
source, " Retail prices observed in various cities during the 1928 season
generally ranged from 60 cents to 90 cents per pound on medium to large
Schleys. Standard varieties ranged generally from 40 cents to 60 cents."

It is unfortunate that there is no experience to indicate how the market
will react to the Arizona varieties as compared with the Schley. It ap-
pears to be the general feeling that the Schley excels in all- around quality.

For further opinion, questions were addressed to recognized authorities
in the pecan marketing field.

Mr. J. W. Park of the Bureau of Economics, United States Department
of Agriculture, who has made special studies of the pecan marketing sit-
uation and has conducted many of the pecan surveys referred to, writes :

" It is difficult to make any prediction as to the future trend in mar-
keting pecans in regard to selling them in the shell or shelled. Some
well- informed dealers, growers, and shippers think an increasing por-
tion will be marketed as shelled stock. At present, as you know, there
is roughly three -fourths of the crop marketed as shelled stock. The
results of the marketing survey which we carried on several years ago
indicate that there is some preference among consumers for unshelled
pecans as compared with shelled stock. * * * it seems likely that there
will be a considerable demand for unshelled pecans for some years to
come regardless of whether or not the trend is for a larger percentage
to be shelled.

" * * * It seems to me that it would be desirable to have pecans
which will be satisfactory for shelling, but if there are some varieties
which are particularly desirable because of yield or other character-
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istics it may be that they would prove more profitable over a period of
years than others which may be superior for shelling purposes.

" * * * I would say that as a general marketing proposition it is
desirable to have relatively few commercial varieties. This simplifies
grading, price quotations, avoids confusion, and facilitates the build-
ing up of a reputation for the products of a district."
Mr. S. H. Gibbons, General Manager of the National Pecan Marketing

Association, Jackson, Mississippi, writes :
"Arizona will do well to produce a pecan that will crack well, and

at the same time one that sells well in the shell. For this purpose, the
Schley so far is the best variety we have, though we do not know
what the behavior of this particular variety is out there (in Arizona).
The Schley is rapidly growing in favor as a cracking nut, and the
Schley meats, of course, demand a premium as halves.

" * * * We take it that the Schley will not move so readily again
soon at a differential of more than 4 cents to 6 cents above the Stuart
class, as evidently the high price of the Schley kept it from moving
in 1931. Notwithstanding all this, the grower will find the Schley
an easier product to move than other varieties.

" * * * The fewer varieties your growers can practically produce,
the better from a marketing standpoint. In the East, the industry is
burdened with the problem of too many varieties * * *.

" The tendency in the markets is for pecans to sell more and more
as meats, and any pecan that will sell well both as a cracking nut and
as a nut in the shell is sure to be in a favorable position in the market.

" By all means urge your growers to plant those varieties that suit
the locality in question."
Mr. W. P. Bullard, President and General Manager of the National

Pecan Growers' Exchange, Albany, Georgia, writes :
" I believe there is a future for a good cracking nut. The cracking

nut should be a plump, firm kernel of good color and not too large but
run probably around 500 to 650 count, meaning that many halves to
the pound. * * * As to a table nut, I believe there will always be a
good market for the large, well -filled pecan. Nearly all of our nuts
are good enough flavor but some of them, and especially the Schley
are excelling in flavor. * * * I would suggest as few varieties as pos-
sible, especially for the table nut. For a cracking nut varieties are
not important providing they are so similar that they can be mixed
together."
From this information, several points may be summarized.
1. There is a trade preference for larger sized, thin -shelled pecans as

compared to the smaller sizes.
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2. There is a difference of opinion as to whether the demand for
shelled or unshelled nuts is increasing.

3. There will probably be a continued demand for the best quality
unshelled pecans.

4. The marketing position will be strengthened if only a few varieties
are grown.

As Arizona is a new district in pecan production, is more or less isolated,
and can produce a recognized high quality nut, it seems especially import-
ant that few varieties and only those producing high quality nuts be grown.
However, any one variety may not be fully satisfactory in all parts and
under widely different conditions of the State where pecans are grown.
Also, new problems may develop which cannot now be foreseen. With
these thoughts in mind and after impartially considering all evidence on
the subject it seems to the writers that for the present at least, the Burkett
should receive serious consideration as the variety to be planted most
heavily.

The Burkett has performed satisfactorily for growers in most of the
recognized pecan districts of the State. It has yielded well but not phe-
nomenally. Few unfilled or otherwise faulty nuts are produced. The
Burkett nut cracks easily in the hand and the meat separates readily from
the shell - qualities which pecans must have if they are to compete suc-
cessfully with English walnuts. The shape of the Burkett nut may also
be an asset in that it is distinctive from nuts of any varieties grown in the
East. This would further facilitate in establishing the identity of the
Arizona -grown product.

The Burkett nut and kernel are usually thought to be lacking in appear-
ance. Another weakness is that the nut, because of its shape, probably
cannot be cracked commercially. Hence, its outlet will be limited to trade
in unshelled stock. In view of the fine table qualities of the nut this does
not seem a serious disadvantage.

A consideration of varieties for Arizona would not be complete with-
out mention of new varieties. In the production of the millions of native
seedlings, genetic factors responsible for the expression of such characters
as thinness of shell, size and quality of nut, productivity, etc., have prob-
ably been recombined so many times as to make it unlikely that any new
combination of superior characters will be found that is much superior to
the combination of characters displayed by the best varieties obtained up
to the present time. It seems unlikely that Arizona growers can hope to
obtain a variety greatly superior to what is already here through introduc-
ing the newer selections from native trees. What seems to offer a far bet-
ter possibility is the planting of improved varieties of nuts which have
resulted from self -pollination, or cross pollination with another improved
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variety. In such nuts there would have been an opportunity - through a
recombination of the factors determining the better characters carried by
both parents -to form a new generation in which more of the factors for
better characters might be retained. If many such nuts were planted and
the trees carried through to fruiting, careful selection might reveal an in-
dividual superior to either of the parents. This is hardly practical for
the average grower.

The trial of new varieties is not to be discouraged but growers should
be very sure before making extensive plantings of them. A new variety
should remain unplanted commercially until proved definitely superior to
any now in production. Just another " good " variety planted now may
add chaos to our marketing situation 10 or more years hence.

INSECTS AND DISEASIS

The pecan as grown in the general area from Texas and Oklahoma to
Georgia and the Carolinas, is host to many injurious insects and diseases.
No control is known for many of these and where known it is expensive to
apply. Arizona enjoys almost complete freedom from pecan diseases and
insects.

Freedom from fungus diseases attacking above -ground parts of the
tree is probably because of the low humidity and rainfall in Arizona which
makes conditions unfavorable for development of such diseases. This
will no doubt be a permanent condition.

Freedom from destructive insects is enjoyed because of isolation from
native pecan and hickory area. This freedom will continue only as long
as no insects are introduced from the South. Once introduced into Ari-
zona, these insects will quickly become established. The importance of
exercising every care to prevent their introduction on bud wood, nursery
stock, or otherwise cannot be over estimated. Freedom from these pests
will be an important factor contributing to successful competition with
the South in pecan production.

There are two pecan diseases of economic importance in Arizona.
1. Cotton (Texas) Root -Rot. -This disease is caused by a soil- inhab-

iting fungus, Phymatotrichum oinnivorum (Shear) Duggar, occurring in-
digenous in Texas and westward to the eastern boundary of California.
It attacks many trees and field crops, being common in cotton and alfalfa
fields. It has caused the death of pecan trees in Arizona and Texas. As
cotton and alfalfa lands are frequently planted to pecans the danger of
transmitting disease to them creates a problem.

The disease is most active during the warmer parts of the summer. At
this time the fungus invades the roots, impairs their functioning and
causes their ultimate death. With their moisture supply reduced the leaves
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it is advisable to avoid planting pecans on lands known to be infested with
root -rot or to be prepared to take some loss of trees.

2. Pecan Rosette. - Pecan rosette occurs to some extent wherever
pecans are grown. It is to be found distributed throughout the southern
pecan belt and occurs in Arizona. In its earliest stages, rosette is evi-
denced by a slight yellowing or chlorosis between the veins of the youngest
and tip -most leaves. The veins themselves seem to become thickened.
The entire leaf becomes chlorotic. Leaflets of the newer leaves are small
and narrowed, becoming crinkled and somewhat brittle. As the trouble
advances, the yellowness gives way to a reddish brown coloration. This
often spreads throughout the leaf, giving a burned appearance. The
growth of the shoots is checked causing shorter internodes and consequent
bunching of the foliage that has suggested the name " rosette " (Fig. 17) .

These twigs usually die back during the following fall or winter. In
severe cases the dying back may extend to branches of considerable size.
The outright killing of twigs and older branches during the summer has
been observed in some instances. In these cases the leaves wither and die
but remain attached. The midribs of affected leaves frequently do not
drop in the fall with those of other leaves but remain attached to the stem
throughout the winter.

These various symptoms may be manifested in many ways and com-
binations but are all evidences of a general trouble to which the name
" rosette " is applied. Thrifty trees seldom become badly affected with
rosette the first season it appears. It usually occurs first in a more mild
form which may or may not be more serious the following season. The
writers have never seen or heard of a tree dying as a direct result of ros-
ette. Trees badly affected fail to grow, become misshapen and are ren-
dered worthless. In every case yields ar reducd. Nuts are seldom
borne in even mildly affected parts of the tree.

The exact cause of rosette is not known. It is definitely not caused by,
any of the ordinary pathogenic agents (bacteria, fungi, virus, etc.) and is
not transmissable from one tree to another. It is thought to originate from
faulty nutrition within the tree as produced by unfavorable soil and cli-
matic conditions. It seldom occurs on what has been described as good
pecan soils. Its occurrence has always seemed to be associated with
one or more of the following conditions:

1. Hard sub -soil unfavorable for root growth.
2. Insufficient soil moisture.
3. Lack of organic matter (humus) in the soil.
4. Excessive summer cultivations.
5. Excessive alkali content of the soil.
6. Impervious layers in the soil causing poor drainage.



Fog. 17. -A young pecan tree showing characteristic symptoms of pecan rosetta

Other conditions could no doubt be found which would induce rosette.
Whether the different conditions mentioned above have the sanie effect
on the physiological makeup of the tree or whether some may produce
specific effects within the tree, each of which gives rise to external symp-
toms sufficiently alike as to be confused, is not known.

A satisfactory treatment for rosette has not been devised. Probably the
first step in diagnosing the trouble should be a complete investigation of
the soil as described elsewhere. From the results of this investigation
some means might be devised which would best serve to correct the par-
ticular soil condition which seems responsible for the trouble. In cases of
high alkali, leaching may be practicable if drainage is sufficiently good. I
other cases the addition of manure or some form of mulch has been found
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helpful. A definite check on soil moisture should be made to make sure
that deep water penetration is being obtained.

Curing rosetted trees is usually slow and discouraging. It can be ef-
fected no faster than the soil or nutritional condition causing it is cor-
rected. Removal by pruning of all affected parts has been found to hasten
a response to other measures intended to effect a permanent improvement
in soil conditions.

In general, it should be emphasized that it is much easier and far less
costly to select the soil type carefully before planting than to try to correct
rosette after the trees have been planted.

SUMMARY

The generally satisfactory growth and fruiting of pecan trees in a num-
ber of the lower valley districts of Arizona seem to demonstrate their suc-
cess. From a consideration of this quality of performance, and from a
consideration of the marketing situation with respect to pecans, it seems
that additional plantings are justified.

Arizona -grown pecans will always meet competition with pecans pro-
duced in the eastern districts and with walnuts, almonds, and other nuts.
Therefore, every means should be taken, (1) to promote the most efficient
production of nuts, and (2) to strengthen the position of the Arizona
pecan in the national market. To accomplish these ends the following are
believed to be highly important.

1. Plant trees only on the most favorable locations. Inspect a pro-
posed location carefully before planting.

2. Train young trees to the so- called central or modified leader type
having branches evenly and well spaced on the trunk.

3. Watch the trees carefully. The kind and amount of growth made
provides an accurate index of the success of cultural treatments.

4. Irrigate by flooding, by means of basins or borders.
5. In general, take advantage of mulching and cover -cropping to re-

duce the cost of caring for the grove. Cultivate only : to prepare
the land previous to nut harvest; to prepare a seed bed for cover
crops ; or, to work in a cover crop.

6. Arizona must specialize on the production of high quality nuts, and
concentrate on a few varieties. For the present, it seems that
plantings should be made largely to the Burkett variety.
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